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1. Wm Chocolate Porcelana 70% - 
Notice the smooth and creamy 
texture.  The criollo bean makes 
this bar very light in color for a dark 
chocolate.


2. Luisa Abram Acará 70% - Wild 
collected from along the Acará 
river from long forgotten 
plantations that have naturalized 
back into the forest.


3. Pralus Cuba 75% - Who says a 
chocolate can’t be guessed by the 

Central and South America is the native 
growing range of Theobroma cacao and 
contains the greatest biodiversity.

Africa produces the most cacao of any 
region.  The farmers are just starting to learn 
the techniques for fine cacao.

Asia has an incredible variety of cacao due 
to ecological diversity and the many 
islands.

name of a country?  Taste the 
earthy tobacco smoke?


4. Dandelion Costa Rica 70% - This 
ultra smooth 2 ingredient chocolate  
was the fruition of my long search 
for a great Costa Rican chocolate.


5. Åkesson’s Bejofo Estate 75% - 
Very smooth with characteristic 
Madagascar fruitiness.  Criollio 
chocolate is rare outside of South 
America.


6. Marou Tien Giang 80% - 
Manufactured and grown in 
Vietnam.  Notice the layers of 
different flavors from the beginning, 
middle, and finish.


7. Fruition Noe 80% - Even though I 
didn’t vote, this would be my 
choice for best of the year.  As you 
let this slowly melt, remember it is 
an 80% dark chocolate.


8. Domori Chuao 70% - This criollo 
is the one that entranced me 15 
years ago.  Do you taste the little 
bit of citrus in this 2 ingredient bar?


9. Ritual Peru 75% - This my surprise 
bar and will be featured in my 
celebration of Peruvian chocolate 
at a 2020 tasting.

Tasting Preparation 

• Sit in a quiet place

• Make sure your mouth is warm and 

the chocolate isn’t cold

• Taste small pieces
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